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in the Treaty of Locarno applied the same principle to the
settlement of all possible disputes affecting a particular
frontier in which we are profoundly interested.' Baldwin
had thus already supplied the explanation of his famous but
cryptic utterance that our frontier is the Rhine ten years
before making it. It meant simply limited liability.
The rest of his speech was mainly concerned with re-
butting charges made in the increasingly hostile Beaver-
brook Press.   The  feud  between  Baldwin  and the Press
Barons was on, and in so far as Eden looked to the Primp
Minister for advancement and salvation, he was not a can-
didate for honours with the Daily Mail or Express.  Bald-
win answered the assertion, made in these gospels of isola-
tion that we were pledged to evacuate 'Iraq by 1928, by
pointing out that the existing Protocol provided for the
conclusion at its expiry of a fresh agreement which might
prolong the Mandate.  It was too late to say that the Man-
date was an error of judgment.   Once accepted no man-
datory was entitled simply to throw up the Mandate and
leave chaos in place of it.  Finally he repeated his wish for
friendship with Turkey, and said he was going to give effect
to it by meeting the Turkish Ambassador the next day.
Mr. Runciman followed with some general questions whose
character, as The Times suggested, * depends on the tone
in which they are uttered'.   Did Lausanne tally with the
decision of the League/ Was not a relationship with 'Iraq
' a special responsibility* ?   What were the General Staff's
views?   He wanted a more concrete definition of what we
understood by our Mandate.  * Therefore ', says The Times,
* one  by  one  members   rose   and   underlined   the  Prime
Minister's points.   Captain Eden, who is too rarely heard,
added expert testimony to the difficulties of 'Iraq, which
included an imported form of government,  and he won
manifest approval by his suggestion that a high diplomatic
envoy should be sent to Angora/
no

